silly season

silly season
Melissa Kennedy
Products Used: Silly Season Paper Collection, 12" Sticker Sheet, Journal Tags,
FL365 December Flourish, KC001White Kaisercolour. Other: Chipboard, Scallop
Die Cut, Plasterer’s Mesh and Misc. Ribbon

Use Candy Cane as the background for this layout.
Cut a 13cm x 29cm (5" x 11.5") from Elf and adhere down the right
side with a 25cm (10") square Cracker over the top of this.
Cut a 17.5cm (6¾") square from the remainder of Elf and adhere to
the lower right corner of the green square with a portion of a red
border sticker strip adhered underneath both the top and bottom
edges.
Run a length of a green border sticker down the right side the length
of the green square Cracker just overlapping the right edge of the red
Elf square.
Place photographs with a combination of various cut lengths of
ribbon and paper strips running horizontally across the page.
To give some added interest and take away the brighteness of
the green paper, randomly swipe some white paint over the top
left corner and long the bottom edges. Adhere chipboard title to
complete.

mia
Kylie Obst
Products Used: Silly Season Paper Collection, Presents Specialty Paper, Paper Pad,
12” Sticker Sheet, Jewels, KC028 Kaisercolour Green, RS419 Sparklets Fern, RS451
Rhinestone Strip Silver, FL311 Hanging Flourish Tree , MA517 Tiny Alphas Raspberry,
T303 Foam Tape. Other: Lime Green Ink, Gold Embossing Powder, White Thread, Satin
Ribbon, Grossgrain Ribbon.

Trim around pattern on Fairy Lights page to create decorative edge. Cut a
19cm x 24cm (7 ½ “ x 9 ½ “) piece from Fruit Cake (reverse) and a 12.5cm
19.5cm (5” x 7 ¾ “) from Fairy Lights (reverse).
Use the green patterned page from the Paper Pad and stitch around the
edge. Also stitch around the edge of the rectangular Fairy Lights piece. Cut
three pieces of ribbon and attach to page approximately 6cm (2 ½ “) from
the top right hand side.
Adhere the stitched papers and striped piece on the left hand side of page
and slip two die cuts from the paper pad under the photo before attaching.
Cut the top off the tree then paint, ink and emboss the tree. Once dry, trace
around tree onto the Fruit Cake (reverse) paper, cut out and adhere to the
back of the tree. Attach to page and decorate with sparklets and jewels.
Cut out a selections of presents from the Presents specialty paper and
use foam tape to layer these at base of tree. Cut out two lots of three of
the same baubles from the specialty page in paper pad. Use foam tape to
adhere the baubles and attach rhinestone strips. Finish page by adding
stickers and title from the sticker sheet.
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